
 

Banknology Release 3.5: Highlight Digital Loan – End-to-end process with scal-
able automation 
 
With a credit commitment to the customer within minutes, a short time-to-market for new 
credit products, flexible processes and modern, cost-effective portfolio management, a bank 
gains decisive competitive advantages. 
 
Loan Application Portal - Lending always and everywhere 

According to a survey by YouGov, only 43 % of all loans nowadays are taken exclusively at a bank 
branch. Our Loan Application Portal product offers customer portals for applying for consumer 
and mortgage loans. As a sales channel for the credit business, the bank can offer its products via 
the portals independently of the branch contact and without any consulting effort. State-of-the-
art services can be integrated for online identification of the customer, verification of the appli-
cant's accounts and digital signature integration. End customers can thus submit their credit ap-
plication within a few minutes and directly receive the credit approval including the contract. The 
bank benefits from a high level of customer satisfaction, which in turn leads to a high conversion 
rate. Google Analytics can be used to identify problems in the application process and further op-
timize it for the customer.  
 

 
 
Loan Application Portal - Scalable cloud operation 

The portals are available via cloud. This current technical form of operation relieves the bank of 
the run effort and offers the following advantages: 
 

 



 

 
Loan Application Portal - Low-threshold access for interested parties 

With just a few entries, the applicant can check the offer variants of the loan with regard to his 
financing request. Intuitive diagrams and totals illustrate the effect of different maturities and re-
payments. A time-consuming registration is not necessary for it.   
 
Loan Application Portal - Checking the ability to service debt 

As an alternative to the manual entry of household income and expenses by the interested party, 
he can also release his account for automated evaluation. The Loan Application Portal then uses 
an integrated PSD2 service, which analyses the account turnover, automatically aggregates it into 
various input and output items and makes these available as portal input.  
 
For the applicant the account clearance is the comfortable and fast way to transfer his data. By 
using the real account transactions, the bank increases the information value of the given house-
hold data while at the same time reducing the auditing effort - an advantage for both sides. 
 

 
 
Loan Application Portal – Business Rules for checking interested parties and creditworthiness  

Our Loan Application Portal offers the possibility of rejecting unwanted cases before the loan ap-
plication is sent to the bank via administrative checks. This is necessary, if standard products are 
offered at competitive conditions via the portal, as the accepted customer segment is often re-
stricted. If the applicant or the application situation does not correspond to this, the bank should 
not be burdened with the administration and rejection of these applications. In addition, an auto-
mated process processing requires at least a small expenditure for reporting, controlling and for 
the administration of the data to the rejected requests. By using these rules, the bank can filter its 
incoming applications according to its requirements.   
For example, the age of majority of the applicant can be a condition. For underage borrowers, the 
additional administrative effort cannot be reflected in the margin of the product. Or it is desired 
that the applicant is not employed as an employee during the probationary period. Or only appli-
cants with a domestic address should be considered. Or it can be an arbitrary free combination 
like: For credit rates greater than EUR 1,000.00, it should be guaranteed that the disposable income 
after the credit application leaves a basic amount of EUR 500.00 - if the applicant lives in Munich.    
 
We at COLLENDA believe that the dynamics of the credit business and especially the product 
range in the portal require an extremely fast adaptability of conditions and checking rules. Rules 
can be so individual and varied that they cannot all be ready-made. When a new rule is required, 



 

the bank should not be tied to a technical re-lease cycle where the new rule is available as a new 
feature of a new version. Release planning would require time and the deployment of a new ver-
sion would require organizational and technical effort. We did not want either for the provision and 
modification of rules, therefore the rule content can be defined with a script language. Either this 
is done by the bank itself or it can assign it to us. This way, we ensure that the checks are carried 
out quickly and cost-effectively.  
 
Despite these options, it can also be interesting to include the cases to be rejected in the bank's 
credit processing. These can be transferred to a process for manual checking. A bank credit man-
ager can use these cases as a reason for initiating a business with an alternative offer or cross-
selling product. 
 
Loan Application Portal - Legitimation of the interested party 

The portal can integrate services for PostIndent or VideoIdent - there is no need to submit legiti-
mation documents at the branch. On the one hand, this eliminates administrative expenses and 
costs for the bank. On the other hand, if the VideoIdent procedure is selected, it is possible to con-
tinue the credit process continuously without interruption due to offline checks. This increases the 
number of completely submitted applications and no interrupted applications are left behind 
without being resumed. 
 
Loan Application Portal - Transmission of application documents from the interested party to the 
bank 

Our portal also includes the transmission of documents of the interested party to the bank.  The 
interested party can upload the required documents, e.g. salary statements for the last months, 
tax statements, invoices, receipts or expert opinions, to the portal. A preliminary check is already 
carried out in the portal to see whether the correct documents have been uploaded. Subsequently, 
the documents together with the application data are transferred to credit processing and stored 
in the file. The bank can specify which documents are requested in the configuration. This also 
enables an uninterrupted process flow here. The interested party does not have to send his docu-
ments by post or appear in person at a branch. Without this interruption, the process is fast and 
agile. The bank saves costs and effort for the administration of incoming mail and the scan man-
agement of documents with the now superfluous mail route. 

 

  



 

Loan Underwriting – Input channel portal for credit applications / Onboarding  

The credit application reaches the credit processing in the bank with the send command of the 
interested party from a connected portal. Our product Loan Underwriting is available here. For 
each consumer credit application, a freely configurable workflow starts and begins with the exe-
cution of the steps provided in its template. 
 
Loan Underwriting - Consumer credit in a Flash 

Consumer lending can be fully automated as an end-to-end process from loan underwriting to 
disbursement. This enables very fast decisions and deals. This is attractive for the credit customer, 
who receives an immediate response to his credit application and in the positive case a short-term 
disbursement of his credit request. This is equally attractive for the bank, for which fast, automatic 
processes mean low unit costs and a higher number of processable loans than in traditional 
branch business - clear competitive advantages over competitors. 
Extended business strategies can be set up based on automatically processed applications, such 
as offers of investment products or loans to customers whose capital service capability has shown 
sufficient space in consumer lending. 
 

 
  



 

Loan Underwriting - Loan origination via administrable workflows 

The Workflow Engine processes the steps predefined in a process template. Actions that can be 
performed automatically as well as check and input requests from a credit manager can be com-
bined in the process flow. Decisions can also be made either automatically or by input, depending 
on which process branches and case distinctions can be mapped. Workflows can run completely 
automatically, but also completely manually, or can take on any combination of these forms. This 
allows both new and existing business to be carried out and supported. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This flexibility enables the bank to use Loan Underwriting to support the existing manual credit 
processing processes and further structure their processing. Sub-steps or processes to be auto-
mated can be integrated into the workflows so that there is a guided and continuous use of the 
possible and desired automation.  
 
Workflows can be started via different channels: Everything is possible, from the automatic crea-
tion of an application via a portal to the creation of a group template for a credit team to a com-
pletely manual creation. In the case of a group replacement, the workflow starts as soon as a team 
member activates the group template and thus signs the start of processing. 
 
Loan Underwriting - Powerful rule engine for executing definable business script rules 

Business Rules visualize their check result in the workflow with a traffic light (red / yellow / green). 
The result can be used for decision control in the workflow, so that different process flows can be 
planned depending on the application situation or customer character. The content of the rules is 
formulated in a script language and can be changed at any time. Thus, rule adaptations and ex-
tensions are possible without technical changes to the software. Loan underwriting thus offers an 
instrument that enables immediate adjustments to current requirements of processes, credit 
products or audit strategies.   
 
  



 

Loan Underwriting - Digital loan decision using rules and scorecard engines 

For an automated credit decision, simple data comparisons or business rules can be used or any 
number of mutually weighted decision factors or rules can be set up in scorecards. Credit decisions 
are often multifactorial and can therefore be perfectly mapped with a scorecard.  
Loan underwriting executes the scorecard for the application in real time and the scorecard value 
determined can be used as the basis for credit approval. Scorings are logged and the results are 
stored in the loan underwriting database. 

 
 
Reporting and analysis on the score results of credit processes can provide valuable information  
on the success of a product in the market and the customer segment reached. This enables the 
bank to qualitatively monitor the success of its credit products and deepen its experience for fur-
ther new credit products or the knowledge of its customer segments. Cross-selling approaches 
can also be developed on this basis. 
 
Loan Underwriting - Management and transfer of application documents (e.g. salary statements, 
invoices) from the portal to the bank as well as credit documents (contract, repayment schedule, 
ESIS leaflet) from the bank to the portal. 

Loan Portal and Loan Underwriting significantly simplify document management for the applica-
tion process. Interested parties can upload the required documents directly to the portal. This 
means that the documents are available without delay in the ongoing processing process. An ini-
tial check as to whether the correct documents have been uploaded is carried out automatically. 
Further document checks can be carried out manually, and there will also be automatic AI-sup-
ported services for further evaluation in the future. The documents remain digitally stored in the 
file cabinet of the workflows and can be called up by clicking on the screen view. The bank's credit 
documents such as the loan agreement, the repayment schedule for the loan and the ESIS leaflet 
are automatically generated in the workflow. These documents are also permanently available in 
the bank's filing cabinet. The documents are uploaded to the interested party's portal, where they 
await his signature to accept the offer. 
 
Other new features in Banknology 3.5 
 
Product builder 
 Simple compilation of conditions and fees as a selectable credit product  
 By pre-assigning the detailed definition of a credit condition for a product, the bank's product 

standard is defined without any expense for the credit manager. 
 Data is used to issue contracts, create redemption schedules, and create accounts. 
 The data budget can be specified down to the level of the credit details.  
 Labour savings for the back office of the bank 
 Quality increase of the inventory data by the specification of  
 Flexibly adjustable per credit product   
 
  



 

Credit Calculator for Conditions and Repayment Plan Documents 
 Annuities, installment loans and bullet loans, each with fixed interest rate, variable interest rate 

or rollover (reference interest rate supported e.g. EURIBOR, LIBOR, EONIA etc.)  
 Condition calculation for the products on the basis of the product builder specifications 
 Use of degrees of freedom from conditions for manual processing 
 
E-mail connection and management to customer and network 
 Use of the fast communication channel e-mail directly from the processing department 
 E-mail history visible in clerical processing 
 
Efficiency view with administrable compact customer information 
 Information aggregation to the customer in one place 
 Specification of display and information selection via configuration 

 
Commitment representation for the Verbund as summary and summation of the risk volume with 
intelligent maturity band distribution (up to 1 year, 1 - 5 years, 5 - 10 years, > 10 years) 
 Structuring of the risk volume to customer and association with time dimension 

 
Limits for customer and network 
 Exploitation of the risk volume for the customer and Verbund at a glance 
 
 
Loan Management - Management of loan accounts 

Banknology 3.5 completed new processes of the Loan Management product: 

 Loan Management is fully integrated with Loan Underwriting and all the basic Collenda appli-
cations such as Collateral Management. 

 It manages consumer loans, mortgage loans and other types of loans with a wide range of con-
ditions such as variable interest rates, different repayment types, payment pauses and much 
more. 

 Our new Collenda calculator is the basis for calculating interest, repayments and fees.  
 Collenda is thus able to replace a core banking system for credit accounts.  
 One focus is on fully digitalised processes such as automated repayment by direct debit or bank 

transfer, automatic booking of unscheduled repayments and a fully automatic interest rate 
change process.   

 The disbursement process offers all relevant features such as full and partial disbursements, 
release dialogues, the calculation of provision interest and a convenient status overview.  

 The subledger accounting offers a freely configurable chart of accounts and the flexible ad-
ministration of posting rules. 
 

 


